Wolfgang Schulz

Nominated by the German Aero Club for FAI Aeromodelling Gold Medal

because of outstanding merits in developing aeromodelling by organisational activities.
• Active F5B pilot since the beginning of F5B still active.

• Many times German Team Manager, contest organizer and contest director in Germany.

• FAI World Cup Coordinator, Jury Member in national and international events.
Together with Gernot Fink Wolfgang developed the first modern timing device. The system consists of the „Gasbox“ sensor that checks the motor status (on/off) through the control receiver and measures motor runtime and duration time.
These Gasboxes are connected to a PC interface which does all consistency checks and scoring.

Since 1998 the system has been used at all F5B World Champion-ships, nearly all F5B World Cup Competitions and all Contest Eurotour F5B events.

More than 20 of the full competition version (with PC interface) are in use now worldwide. Producing a real time protocol of signals which can be verified by the contest director and the Jury in case of protests. There is a training version for pilots, too.
Modern and fair F5B-Contests were only possible because of this reliable timing and scoring device.

So the German Aero Club is kindly asking you as CIAM Delegates to vote for Wolfgang.

Thank you for attention!